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Dance and Music: Almost in Darkness
By Sam McNeill

O

n Friday, June 26, the Dance
and Instrumental Music
students collaborated on a
performance that has been described
by spectators as “creepy,” “eerie,”
and “mesmerizing.” The event, titled
“Almost in Darkness,” took place in
the gym at 8:30 and 9 pm. During the
event, all overhead lighting was turned
off and lamps and electronic candles
were lit up, creating a shadowed, dim
atmosphere. The dancers split up into

four pods and the musicians split into
three.
The dancers’ assignment for the
event was to choreograph their own
moves based off of the pedestrian actions of people in public spaces such as
the dining hall. Some of their choreography included variations of running,
sitting, drinking, and postures. They
kept a blank facial expression throughout the entirety of the show, adding
to the creepiness of the atmosphere.
Sarah McAlister, a dancer in the performance, reflected on the experience:

“I have never done anything like that
before and I really enjoyed it. It was
a great learning experience and both
[the dancers and musicians] enhanced
each others’ performance to make a
really great piece that is a lot different
than what people usually see.”
The Instrumental Music students
were assigned to create the music for
the dancers. Their instructions were to
choose five notes to play repeatedly—
with one catch. Out of the five notes,
three had to harmonically make sense
See DARK, pg. 3
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Faculty and Staff Present Talents, Questions at Lagniappe
By Maya Palmer
overnor’s School faculty and
staff presented students with
information related to the Area
I, II, and II programs on Monday,
June 29. The screen in the front of
Jones Chapel explained the title of the
convocation, Lagniappe, which means
“something given as a bonus or extra
gift.” The dictionary definition of this
word could only begin to describe the
events that would occur at this summer’s Lagniappe. Each presentation
gave students an opportunity to view
and discuss new perspectives and
ideas.
The event began when poetry in-

the audience to quickly make serious
decisions. The first of the scenarios
conveyed that the trolley could either
go one way and kill five people, or
turning and killing one person if a lever was pulled.The audience was asked
to stand if they would pull the lever
or to remain seated if they would not.
Most students stood, but some chose
to remain seated.
Math instructor MathRob Houck
and Dance accompanist Dorian Ham
gave a presentation with an exciting
twist. Drumbeats cut through the silence in the room as numbers scrolled
across the screen, earning remarks of
astonishment from students.
Social Science instructor Bill Velto

the room and continued their presentation.
On behalf of the Natural Science
Department, Dan Murphy played two
videos entitled “Water” and “Sulphur”
that earned quite a few laughs from
students.
French instructor Jordan Bessette
gave a presentation on 19th century France, during which he read an
excerpt from the French poem “Le
Cygne” (“The Swan”) by Charles
Baudelaire.
Art instructor Tori Ralston played
a dramatic, artistic video of her past
puppet shows.
Faculty and TA/Cs from Instrumental and Choral Music collaborated

structor Chuck Sullivan informed the
audience that poetry allows us to see
that even “unconnected things have a
connection.” Sullivan read one of his
poems, entitled “Completely Well: For
B.B. King and Wallace Stevens,” which
he dedicated to the musician—recently
passed—and poet, respectively.
Memoirs instructor Emmanuel
Lipscomb spoke next. He urged the audience to understand just how difficult
it can be for a non-English speaking
person to learn the English language.
As an example of just how confusing
English can be, he asked students to
pronounce the word “ghoti,” which
proved to be challenging for the audience. Lipscomb ended his presentation with the reminder that “language
learning is a slow, difficult process.”
Area II instructor Tyler Holbrook
presented the “trolley problem” to the
audience. The thought experiment
involved a runaway trolley and forced

shocked the crowd with facts concerning modern slavery. According to one
of the slides, “10-30 million people”
are slaves today. “And yes, it does still
happen here,” Velto said. He went on
to say that North Carolina is ranked as
one of the top eight states for human
trafficking in the United States. At the
end of his presentation, Velto posed
the question, “How many slaves work
for you?” and challenged the audience
to find the answer.
The crowd became nervous when
Dance instructor Tammy Carrasco
and Dance TA/C Kaitlinn Brewer entered the chapel and made their way to
the front of the room. The two women
completed this task in a most unconventional way: Carrasco and Brewer
walked on the armrests of the pews
as students held their hands to help
them keep their balance. Applause
erupted throughout the chapel when
both women made it to the front of

to perform
an improvisational set that included
the song “My Home’s Across the Blue
Ridge Mountains,” which earned a
mighty round of applause from the
crowd.
Mary Naber represented Area III
during the last presentation of the
night. Naber expressed deep gratitude
for all that former GSE staff member
Bear O’Bryan, who passed away last
fall, did for the Area III program. She
described O’Bryan as “a talented and
humble artist” before playing a video
showing many of his colored pencil
artworks of Marilyn Monroe.
This convocation gave students the
opportunity to learn more about a
variety of subjects and issues outside
of their Area I concentrations. During
this summer’s Lagniappe, faculty and
staff provided students with unique
gifts of knowledge and art that cannot
be obtained anywhere else but at GSE.

G
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Agriculture & Chemophobia: A Convocation by Dr. Jack Boyne
By Grace Clements

Y

et another fantastic convocation
on the GSE campus! On June
30, Dr. Jack Boyne, a passionate
entomologist, addressed the students
of Governor’s School East about a
frequently abused - and surprisingly
insect-free - concept: chemophobia. As Dr. Boyne explained,
chemicals in this day and age get a
bad rap. Thanks to expositions like
Food Inc., The Bee Movie and Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring, we have
become accustomed to believe that
pesticides, herbicides, and other
chemicals are single-handedly
responsible for an absurd amount
of atrocities, such as the extinction
of honeybees, a rise in cancer rates,
and the monopolization of agribusiness. According to Dr. Boyne,
contrary to what we might learn in our
health or biology classes, most of our
fears when it comes to chemicals are
largely for naught.
Throughout his presentation, Dr.
Boyne shed light upon common
misconceptions left and right. Cancer rates? Dropping. Bee population?
Rising. Pesticides? Heavily regulated.

Organics? Not any healthier than
conventionally grown produce. And
you thought that your morning mug
of coffee was safe, too. Wrong! Did
you know there are more than 1,000
chemicals found in one cup of coffee, including 19 rodent carcinogens?
I might switch to tea! But possibly

pesticides EPA-approved, safe to eat,
and natural, they’re necessary! Since
1900, both the land and labor required
to produce food have drastically decreased. As machinery and chemicals
have gained traction in agriculture,
the amount of people that can be fed
by one farmer has grown exponentially. Today, farmers who don’t
protect their crops with herbicides
and pesticides can lose up to 50
percent of their potential yield
to pests and diseases. In a world
where the population is growing,
modern, chemical agriculture is
the road to a sustainable future. In
fact, we can’t afford to not take the
synthetic route.
After all the talk of toxicity and
crop protection, Dr. Boyne left us
with more than a few compelling
Photo by Ben Armstrong memories and reminders. The
the strongest argument Dr. Boyne
students of GSE were thankful for
presented for the credibility of plant
the opportunity to hear him speak so
biotechnology is that while 88 percent
frankly about such a nuanced topic.
of informed scientists believe that
What we all should take away from
genetically modified organisms are safe his convocation is this: we don’t live
for consumption, only 37 percent of
in Rachel Carson’s Parathion world
the public trust GMOs. Yikes!
anymore. If we all want to get enough
And this is only the beginning of
to eat, we should settle down with our
Dr. Boyne’s message. Not only are
chemically conventional crops.

DARK continued from pg. 1

Mark Rabil &Darryl Hunt. Rabil represented Hunt for 20+ years. Photo by Michaela Dwyer

and two had to make the music sound
dissonant. In addition, every player
had their own five notes and could not
tell anyone else what their five notes
were, so all the notes that everyone
played were uniquely individual to the
player.
“It was a completely new experience
for me,” flutist Madison Seals said. “It
was a great way to experiment with
sound and movement to create something that can be interpreted in so
many different ways.”
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Deserving to be Here: Impostor Syndrome
By Allison Ruvidich

“

I don’t belong at Governor’s
School.
This thought may sound shocking,
but it has crossed the minds of many
students here. Governor’s School has a
reputation as a home for the intellectually elite; therefore, when students
are accepted here, many literally can’t
believe it. That’s where a phenomenon
called imposter syndrome sometimes
comes in.
Social Science instructor Stacy
Lin kindly explained this. “Impostor
syndrome,” she says, “is this phenomenon where you basically feel you
don’t deserve to be where you are.” The
dreaded accomplice of academic and
professional success, impostor syndrome can convince talented people
that they have succeeded only because
of chance or deceit. Instead of enjoying
their time at GSE, students experiencing impostor syndrome may instead

focus on how much more skilled and
competent their colleagues are or the
possibility that they may be “unmasked” as an ordinary person.
Although anyone can have impostor
syndrome, Lin observes that it tends
to target groups such as ethnic minorities or women in the STEM fields.
She says, “Some of these people feeling
impostor syndrome are in a position
where people in their demographic are
historically forbidden.” These students
may feel a sneaking suspicion that a
need to fill some criteria for student
diversity motivated their acceptance,
rather than their own merit.
As painful as these thoughts can be,
however, they are ultimately false. To
students feeling the effects of impostor
syndrome, Lin says, “It is totally normal to feel this way. So many people
have impostor syndrome at some point
in their lives, and it may even be a
good sign - it may mean you’re somewhere that’s challenging you, where

you respect your peers. You see lots of
confident people about you, and it’s
kind of natural to wonder, ‘Am I good
enough? Am I going to measure up to
them?’”
“But all of you GSE students are
here because the staff, the faculty who
were reviewing your applications…
decided you deserve to be here. So you
absolutely are good enough, you absolutely are smart enough and confident
enough… It is certainly something
many, many people experience. It’s not
out of the ordinary. It’s okay to be experiencing it, but I want you to know
that you deserve to be here.”
If you believe you may be experiencing impostor syndrome or any
other emotional difficuties, talk to any
of the TA/Cs or schedule an appointment with day counselor Allyson Buie
at www.tinyurl.com/gsecounselor.

The Big Sing: GSE Community Sings Freedom Songs
By Alycia Parker

O

n July 6, the GSE community
came together in
song for the Big Sing.
This year’s lineup of freedom
songs began with a rendition
of “This Little Light of Mine.”
The crowd’s excitement was
maintained with the songs
“Ain’t Gonna Let Nobody
Turn Me Round” and “Singing for our Lives.”
The pleas for action via
peaceful means continued
with “Imagine,” “Stayed on
Freedom,” and, “Lift Every
Voice and Sing,” during
which Choral Music instructor Gwen Hall played the
organ in Jones Chapel.
The last songs emphasized commu-

nity: “Lean on Me,” “The Times They
Are A Changin’,” and “Where Have All
the Flowers Gone?” The community

concentrations, sang, “We Shall Overcome,” a protest song from the Civil
Rights Movement. Everyone joined
and raised hands. Stuart Hill,
Choral Music instructor,
was moved to tears: “Singing
can say so much more than
talking can... We need to, we
must, we must sing together.” The Big Sing ended with
Woody Guthrie’s beloved
“This Land is Your Land.”
The Big Sing enabled the
GSE community to come together in an activity that was
truly overarching. As English
student Nina Wilder said,
“Singing is a great uniter of
people, regardless of creed.”

Photo by Michaela Dwyer

chorus, which includes
students from a variety of Area I
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Haunted Mythologies of Meredith Persist
By Katie Clark

W

hen you come to find out
that Meredith College was
chartered in 1891, it’s easy
to assume that more than a few ghosts
call this century old campus home. It’s
no secret that Johnson Hall holds antique (and somewhat creepy) dolls, all

Photos by Mary Beth Thomas

of which are donated by the graduating class of each year. You’ve certainly
heard of the ghost child, who apparently takes these dolls from their glass
casings, hiding them about campus
and scarring those who discover them.
So what is with these figurines? And
what of the haunted elevator in Vann,
and the cursed room in Vann 414?
There’s no doubt that Meredith has a
dark history, but are these hauntings
proven facts or simple fiction?
Let’s take a step back and learn
more about Meredith College itself.
Thomas Meredith, the original founder of Meredith’s education system,
obtained a state charter to found a
Baptist Female University in 1891,
construction beginning in 1895. The
college campus was originally settled a
few miles from its current location in
downtown Raleigh, then was relocat-

ed to this location in 1924. In 1936,
faculty member Margaret Irene Bright
began a tradition that would live out
until this very day: The annual contribution of a doll, dressed in the fashion
of that era in time. The dolls would
continue to be donated by the graduating class of every year to follow.
Meredith began as a strictly Baptist
institution where
all faculty members were expected
to follow Baptist
traditions. Despite
these expectations,
in 1938 Margaret
Bright bore her
daughter, Marta,
out of wedlock.
Because of Baptist
tradition, Margaret was highly
ashamed of her
daughter. According to the lore, she
would often hide her away inside of
room 414 in the Vann residence hall
for days on end when the girl disobeyed.
Martha was
born deaf, and
would often disobey her mother.
The child was
known to sneak
into Johnson Hall
and take her favorite doll, hiding
from her mother
so that she could
play. One day,
Martha snuck off
to the train tracks
to escape her
mother’s wrath.
Since the girl was deaf, she would
never hear the train as it approached,
and she was tragically killed when she

was only seven years old. Martha was
buried in the Meredith cemetery, along
with her favorite doll. After Martha’s
death, her grieving mother blamed
herself for the death of her child.
Fellow faculty member’s claim to have
seen Margaret brushing the doll’s hair
as she carried them around campus,
and Margaret supposedly never spoke
another word after her daughter’s
death.
When Margaret Bright died in
1969, staff and students began reporting strange occurrences in Vann, and
many claimed that dolls went missing
from the spots in Johnson Hall, only to
turn up halfway across campus. Believers say that both Martha and Margaret
call this place home. Many reports
have testified to seeing a little girl
playing on the quad, only to disappear
from sight when approached.
You may chose to believe that these
occurrences are falsifications of imaginative states, told by faculty members
to scare us students, or, you can believe
that these accusations are no less than
truthful. No matter what you chose
to believe, there’s one rule that isn’t

written in our student handbook here
at Governor’s School East: If you see a
doll on the quad, run. Frickin’ run.
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Arts on Campus
Theater: Open Rehearsals Dance Performance

IM Chamber Concert

By Kaleb Sells

By Sam McNeill

G

overnor’s School East is currently the home to many of
the most talented high school
actors in the state of North Carolina,
and I was able to witness their skill and
experience as I attended their open
rehearsals. This year’s GSE theater
program is creating an original play
revolving around what is known as
the “techno-self,” or how members of
society alter their personas through
social media. In the process of creating
their show, the Theater students were
also tasked with pulling from Greek
mythology for the various scenes of the
performance. In order to do so, they
split into three groups and completed scenes based on different myths,
including the myth of Pandora and
that of Icarus. While the shows are still
under development, each of the three
parts of the act are to be combined
into one final play. I am excited to see
how our
awesome
theater
students
will combine what
seem like
unrelated
Greek
myths
into one
ultimate
show!

By Ashley Layne

L

ike so many things at GSE, the
dance performance on Wednesday, July 1 was unconventional
and unique. Students, faculty and
parents were invited to come to the
amphitheater by the lake for the performance. However, instead of sitting
on the seats, they were told to sit on
the lawn stage, where one might think
dancing would typically take place. The
dancers posed motionless on the steps,
but when the bells tolled at 7 o’clock,
they began to move up and down the
stairs of the amphitheater, expanding
and contracting as a group while using
modern choreography in a new and
intriguing way. Dance student Abby
Shea said, “the performance was such
an interesting experience. It required
a different amount and type of energy that I wasn’t used to, and it was so
different than anything I’d ever done
before.”

Photo by Sophie Fowler

T

he Instrumental Music students
performed a marvelous concert on Saturday, June 27. The
concert took place in the Wainwright
building and was a huge success.
During the concert, students were separated into small groups based on their
instruments. There were groups of
high woodwinds such as flutes, tubas
and euphoniums, percussion, higher
brass such as french horns and trumpets, saxophones, and two large groups
of brass and woodwinds. Each group
performed their pieces separately,
making them incredibly diverse. From
slow chorales to fast paced marches,
this concert had it all. Katie Miller, a
percussionist reflected, “The pieces my
percussion group played were fairly
difficult, but what really made it hard
was that we only had a week or so to
perfect everything. It was a new experience, but a lot of fun.”
Following the Saturday evening performance, the IM students
played a series of pop-up shows in Belk
Dining Hall during lunch hours. This
gave those who weren’t able to attend
the concert a chance to see them play.
Two to three groups performed every
day from Monday through Wednesday.
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Choral Music Concert
By Kaleb Sells

M
Art: Puppet Shows
By Sam McNeill

O

n Monday, June 29, the Art
students of Governor’s School
East shared with us their artistic and theatrical talents in an amazing
shadow puppet show. Five groups
showcased beautiful puppetry that
entertained with fables, fantasy, humor
and horror. The first performance was
a Native American tale on the origin of
rainbows, complete with vibrant colors
and masterful techniques. Next, the
audience saw “The Blackbird and the
Boy,” a tragic tale of a boy who desired
his freedom, followed by “The Magic
Seed,” a story filled with fantasy and
forest preservation. The adventures of
“Crunchy” stole the audience’s hearts
and stomachs as he went on a journey
to eat all of the best-tasting junk food
and avoid those nasty pears. Lastly was
the legend of the Meredith haunting,
complete with detailed puppetry and
live-action roles that gave the residents
of Vann 414 a night to remember!
The performances, however, would
not have been the same without the
help of our very own poet and English instructor, Chuck Sullivan, and a
handful of IM students who serenaded
the crowd with their beautiful music. The shadow puppet performance
left everyone here at GSE in awe and
chomping at the bit to see what the art
students will have for us next!

Photo by Michaela Dwyer

usic is a passion of many
students here at Governor’s
School East, and singing
is a common way of expressing this
passion. However, to sing with the perfection that our Choral Music students
had at their concert would take a great
amount of practice and training. The
concert, on Wednesday, July 1, focused
on musical versions of famous poems,
which were performed with power and
passion by the Choral Music students.
Their performance of “Vide Cantas
Credas” particularly stood out during
this show. The students’ voices produced a breathtaking melody which
was accompanied by the sound of interviews conducted by the East Beast’s
very own Michaela Dwyer. The
interviews, featuring several of
the Choral Music students, engaged questions such as, “Why
do you sing?” and “How did you
become a musician?” To say the
Choral Music concert was amazing would be an understatement,
since the voices of our very
own students made the show an
unbelievably enchanting experience for all who attended.

Photo by Michaela Dwyer
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TA/Cs of the Week

Humans of GSE

By Sam McNeill

By Sam McNeill and Sara Wong

Chloe Kaylor,
Instrumental Music
“I’ve played French horn
for a year and a half, but
first started on trumpet.”

Nzinga Simmons, Art

Q: What’s something random that
nobody else knows about you?
A: When I was little - like, about eight
years old - I used to competitively ice
skate.
Q: What’s your idea of a perfect date?
A: Chipotle, because Chipotle is my
life. I’d love just a bowl or a burrito and
maybe a movie!
Q: What’s your favorite part of Governor’s School?
A: Hanging with my Stringlings,
aka The Sisterhood of the Traveling
Strings, aka Never Second String aka
String 2 rules.

William Rook Meacham,
English
“Back off, war
child! Seriously.”

Parrish Finn,
Theater
“Sesame seeds are the
most underrated food.
A food can taste normal
and bland, but add sesame
seeds and it’s amazing.”

Ben Haimann, Instrumental Music

Q: What’s something random that
nobody else knows about you?
A: I’ve been to Disney World eighteen
times.
Q: What’s your idea of a perfect date?
A: Disney World for the nineteenth
time!
Q: What’s your favorite part of Governor’s School?
A: All of the collaborations between
the arts programs.

Axel Herrera,
Math
“My name is not
Alex. It’s a car
part.”
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Rap Battles, Area II Edition
Compiled by Dominique Janvier

G

overnor’s School students in
some Area II classes got the
chance to write and record
their very own rap battles a la “Epic
Rap Battles of History” during the
week of June 21. Students were instructed to research information about
their two competitors, write a one
minute or longer rap battle, and record
a video to share with their classmates.
They had the option of choosing any
entity that had been mentioned in the
past couple of weeks, including philosophers discussed in class and characters from required Area II films such
as Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind
and Run Lola Run. When asked how
they would describe their rap battle
in one word, French student Georgia
Gaertner expressed hers as “awkward,”
saying that it was hard not to laugh
during the process, but overall it was
surprisingly fun. Choral Music student

Gayathri Raghavendra would describe
her rap battle as “revolutionary,” while
Instrumental Music student Avra Janz
described hers as “amateur.” The majority of students said that they would
love to see an epic rap battle between
Bernie Sanders and Donald Trump.
Here are some snippets from one of
the rap battles.
Lyotard vs. Voltaire
Written by Savannah Baker, Sophie
Fowler, Georgia Gaertner, Dominique
Janvier, and Teona Meek
Lyotard:
“Yo, Voltaire homie!
I got the rhymes of a prince
my philosophy will shock you
a few “volts,” you realist wimp
You made love to your niece
What the *bleep* is wrong with you?
I know marriage is scary
But geez, man, that stuff is ew!”

Voltaire:
“Arrested and exiled, I have street cred
for days
Not to mention I was big in the Enlightenment Age
You can challenge me like any other
idea or theory
But I was known for my wit so don’t
make yourself weary
Your doubt may be unpleasant but
certainty is absurd
You can’t rap; it’s the worst verse I’ve
ever heard
It needs some revisions— it’s just that
bad
Really, you need some help; it’s just
that sad.”

Social Science student Bailey
Allgood practices guitar on
the quad. Photo by Madeline
Bennett.
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Head to Head: Should Scores Matter?

M

No!

any of us here at
GSE have succumbed to an
unhealthy obsession: test
scores. The release of the
June 6 SAT scores raises
the question: should standardized test scores matter
in terms of college applications? According to PBS
Newshour, there are 850
test-score optional schools
in the country, including
prestigious universities
such as Wake Forest. With
all the hype about SAT and
ACT scores, many forget
that there are other pieces to the puzzle of college
applications, not just a few
numbers that you paid 50
dollars for.
During my college endeavor, I have come across
a list of these puzzle pieces
in order of weight in your
college application. The first
thing colleges look for in an
applicant is the rigor of your
curriculum. Next is your
un-weighted GPA, followed
by extra-curriculars, recommendations, and essays.
What is at the very bottom?
You guessed it! Standardized test scores. Colleges are
beginning to use a holistic
application process that
captures your personality,
personal successes, and
capability. The problem with
SAT and ACT scores is that
you do not have a chance to
show your ability to absorb,
analyze, and synthesize
information into a compel-

ling argument and to show
your critical thinking skills,
which are vital to success in
a college environment. They
do not show you as a person
with ambition and wisdom.
In college, we need to know
how to analyze and write
cohesively, not how to take
a test.
However, many fear that
not submitting standardized
test scores will make them
a less attractive candidate
for college admission.
William Hiss, the former
Dean of Admissions for
Bates College, conducted a
study correlating SAT score
submission in applications
and high school grade point
averages. The study found
that there was only a .05
percent GPA point that
differentiated SAT submitters and non-submitters. So
what does this mean? Students who submit scores are
not any smarter than those
who don’t.
Regardless of your score,
remember that you are more
than a number, and when
applying to colleges know
that they look at every bit
of your application. With
new trends for test-optional
schools, colleges are looking less at your scores and
more at you. So no need to
obsess and study every night
for the next test. Just take a
deep breath, and go work on
those extra-curriculars!
—Meghan Rankins

Y

Yes!

es, yes, yes! As much
as tests like the SAT
and SAT Subject
Tests and the ACT and
the AP tests—the list goes
on and on—åare pains in
everybody’s back, it’s a good
thing they exist. Sure, there
are some biased questions.
And sure, most standardized tests only assess how
good students are at taking
standardized tests, but these
exams have an undeniably
worthy purpose: setting students from vastly different
backgrounds on common
ground. Think of everyone
you’ve met here. There are
private school and public
school and early college students. There are seven-point
scale and ten-point scale
students. Heck, everyone
here is a student whose
school offers any combination of IB programs, accelerated tracks, AP courses,
college courses, or honors
classes. And this doesn’t
even take into account the
varying levels of grading
severity across teachers of
different courses. I, for one,
am absolutely positive that I
didn’t deserve the 95 I got in
German this year. Unless the
objective of the class was to
enable me to have the ability
to order schnitzel and apple
juice, my work warranted a
B- at best.
So why do standardized scores matter? For the
worst reason ever: college.
The only way to take the

crazy amount of applicants
with differently quantified
grades and unique merits
and line them up fairly is to
hold them all to the same
standard. The only way to
look at everyone through
the same lens is to make
them all take the same test.
So I suppose it comes down
to the question of personal
utility vs. practicality. Do
standardized tests help you
become a better person?
No. But for the sake of the
college admissions process,
they’re necessary.
—Grace Clements
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What We Talk About When We Talk About Eating (at GSE)

P

izza. Omelets. Quesadillas. Burgers. Salads.
Pasta. Whether it’s
breakfast, lunch, or dinner,
there is always an array
of options for students to
choose from at the dining
hall.
Picking meals is quite a
personal endeavor, as we are
the ones with the final say
over what we eat. For many
of us, Governor’s School
represents the first extended
time we’ve spent away from
home. Each family’s meals
are specific to their tastes,
so here at GSE, we have to
adapt to a new set of meal
options. However, each meal
allows us to bond with our
peers in a relaxed, friendly
setting.
At times, our eating
habits can also reflect another side of the Governor’s

School attitude: We will
accept nothing as it is given,
and we will make each
experience our own. By that,
I mean that we are finding
creative ways to eat meals
away from the dining hall.
The experience of sampling
a new restaurant or going
off-campus with our peers
serves only to strengthen
our friendships and give us
variety in our daily routines.
It is the conversations we
have over Ben and Jerry’s ice
cream, mugs of tea in the
parlors, or on the walk to
Whole Foods that will stay
with us for years.
For instance, I have
bonded with Eliza Van
Wye here at GSE over our
similar eating habits. We are
both vegetarian/vegan, and
we’re always striving to eat
the most nutritious foods

Ask Alycia
Dear Alycia,
I think I’m losing touch
with my friends at home.
What should I do?

Dear Friend Losing Touch,
There are so many ways to
make sure that you do not
lose touch with your friends
at home! Keep in touch with
your friends at home by
texting them, Snapchatting
them, showing love on their
Instagram pages, or even
giving an occasional phone
call. If you feel like you’re
really losing touch with your
friends, you can Facetime or
Skype them when you have

the chance.
Make sure your
friends know
that you still
care about the
activities they
do day-to-day even though
you’re away from home.
Dear Alycia,
Has the window of opportunity closed?
Dear Window Of Opportunity Wonderer,
Of course not! The window
of opportunity will only
close when you allow it to
close. I still meet new people

available. We have a difficult
time eating anything other
than salads and pasta in the
dining hall, so we’ve made a
habit of running to Whole
Foods together to purchase

Photo by Tony Bird

fresh
fruit, trail mix, and, most
importantly, chocolate bars.
On one particular day that
I will remember for a while,
Eliza and I joined two other
students, Isabel Kitschelt

and Future Kortor, to grab
some take-out from the
Whole Foods hot food bar.
That evening, we warmed
up our food in a microwave
and shared some homemade
cookies. It was a nice time to
bond and also get some variety into our daily routines.
We later went on a walk
and attended the evening’s
performances, glad to have
solidified our friendship
through discussions of food.
We here at GSE are
fortunate enough to have a
dining hall that offers a large
selection of meal choices for
us to eat. However, when
we do seek a variation in
our routines, we have clever,
new ways to enjoy meals
and share stories. Our meals
will serve as lasting memories long after we have left
the Meredith campus.
—Felicity Walston

Answers by Alycia Parker

and introduce myself, and I see others
doing the same. The
only limits to meeting and making new
friends are those that
you impose upon yourself;
the window of opportunity
is still wide open.
Dear Alycia,
How do I keep my clothes
from sticking to the Jones
Chapel pews?
Dear Sticky Clothes,
This is a problem that still
gets me every time. The
first thing I have to say is

NEVER wear short-shorts
that leave your legs exposed
and vulnerable to the pews.
Losing what feels like layers
of skin when you stand up
is warning enough from the
pew spirits that it’s always a
good idea to wear pants to
the Chapel. To answer your
question, the only way to
make sure you don’t stick
to the Jones Chapel pews is
to bring a jacket to sit on.
The jacket will ensure that
your clothes don’t stick to
the pews while also keeping
you dry if it rains after the
convocation.
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What You May Have Missed in the News Recently

By Molly Miller
SCOTUS decisions
In a groundbreaking decision, the Supreme Court ruled 5-4 that the US
Constitution guarantees citizens the right to same-sex marriage, officially
legalizing same-sex marriages in all fifty states. The SCOTUS additionally
issued rulings legalizing the Affordable Care Act, allowing voters to strip
lawmakers of their redistricting capabilities, and changing the qualifications for proving discrimination in the housing system.

Riddle of the Week, by Jacob Hunt

Greece votes “oxi”
Sunday, 61% of Greek voters declined a referendum of a proposed bailout
to the economy by international creditors. The Greek Financial Minister
has reportedly resigned from his position, and Prime Minister Alexis
Tsipras plans to negotiate a new deal with the creditors.
USA wins World Cup
The United States women’s soccer team beat Japan 5-2 to win the World
Cup Sunday evening. US player Carli Lloyd broke a World Cup record by
performing a three-point hat trick within the first sixteen minutes of the
game.

Social Science / Math / Natural Science Challenge Winners

Image courtesy of open.kattis.com

Math Challenge Winners, Week 2:

On a standard 8x8 chessboard, the Queen can move
horizontally, vertically, and diagonally any number of
spaces. In order to attack another gamepiece, the Queen
Social Science Challenge Winners, Weeks 2-3:
must be able to move onto the tile that another piece is
Pratham Chhabria (Social Science, 71 pts; Grant Brown (Natural
Science, 62 pts); Grace Clements (Social Science, 56 pts); Spencer on. How can one arrange eight Queens on the board so
Zachary (Social Science, 56 pts); Kelsey Sutton (Social Science, 56 that they cannot attack each other?
Raymond Wang (Math, 11.5 pts); Jeremy Choo (Math, 11 pts); Joseph John (Natural Science, 11 pts); Garrett Ingold (Math, 9.5 pts);
Auston Gray (Natural Science, 9 pts)

pts)

Natural Science Challenge Winners, Weeks 2-3:

Leah Dorn (Natural Science, 22.5 pts); Amy O’Connell (Natural
Science, 22 pts); Jasmine Wang (Natural Science, 22 pts); George
Dent (Instrumental Music, 21.5 pts)
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